
Solutions for Act III Scene 1 - Six Sheets

As the graphical shading suggests, these six sheets have cut-out windows in them.  (Well, 
all of them but the black one, that is.)  And the yellow, blue, and lower-right white sheets 
clearly all seem to be arranged in similar kinds of 6x6 grid pattern . . . which it looks like 
the red and other white sheet probably honor as well.

Well -- what if we tried “stacking” these sheets upon each other?  The black sheet would 
probably need to go on the bottom of the stack, since it has no cut-outs at all.  The lower-
right white sheet probably goes on top, since it’s the “holey-est.”  Then, if we’re ordering 
based on “permissiveness,” the red sheet probably goes right above the black sheet (since 
it has fewer holes than any of the other colors.  Yellow probably goes above blue, and 
both of those probably go right under the top white sheet . . . and right above the other 
white sheet?

What do we get if we do that?

Okay -- that’s a bit of a mess, and some things aren’t matching up so well.  But . . . if we 
analyze the shapes -- maybe the yellow sheet needs to be rotated 180°?  And maybe the 
blue and first white sheet should get flipped over?  And then maybe that white sheet also 
rotates 180°?  (Hmm . . . could we say those were “three sheets to the wind”?!)



Ah!  Now we get a lot of signal flags!  What does it spell if we translate?

“A small sail in the lee of a galley stovepipe”?  Well, that turns out to be a smoke sail!

The answer is: smokesail
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